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At a glance

86%
record a 

pre-tax profit.

87%
consider Japan to be a 

promising
 sales market.

54%
are already or  

are planning to be 
involved in

third market business.

69%
expect their business to

improve
in the next 12 months.

35%
have worldwide Japan business  

that contributes

more than 5% 
to their Group revenue.

82%
are reinforcing their 

stable relationship 
with Japanese partners.

 80%
consider

personnel  
recruitment 
a challenge.

Of the German companies 
active in Japan…
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Dear readers,

Marcus Schürmann, 
Delegate of German Industry and Commerce 

in Japan

The free trade agreement between Japan and the European Union affects almost 
30% of the global economy and over 30% of world trade. Both sides worked hard 
over a long period to achieve a sustainable result. The agreement reached shortly 
before the G20 Hamburg summit emphasizes the will of both partners to promote 
a rule-based and open international economic system. Japan as a global player is 
making important contributions to this progress. 

This will not only inject new impetus into the markets in the EU and Japan, but 
also make a significant contribution to further promoting business potential in 
third countries. The Asian Development Bank is anticipating a demand for in-
vestments of USD 22.5 trillion in the Asian infrastructure sector between 2016 
and 2030. Numerous German companies with subsidiaries in Japan are already 
engaged in a considerable amount of business in third markets with Japanese 
partners and this trend is on the rise. It is therefore worth taking a closer look at 
the prospective business potential.

German companies are increasingly recognising the strategic importance of Japan 
and seeking out more and more business with Japanese partners in third markets, 
with close integration of the worldwide service and sales structures in their own 
company. This applies in particular to companies in the field of machinery and 
plant engineering, as well as automotive suppliers. The significance of Japanese 
subsidiaries at the respective parent company is also increased as a result of this.

Although the local business conditions in Japan can be highly complex and chal-
lenging, German companies that have had operations in Japan for many years are 
extremely successful. Indeed, many have been doing good business here for years 
and, alongside a large and lucrative market, also appreciate the high degree of 
stability and security that no other country in the region can offer.

Particularly in these times, Japan must find a corresponding place as one of the 
key players in the Asia strategy of globally active German companies and as a 
reliable partner to German business.
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Overview:  
German-Japanese economic relationsI

 After China, Japan is the largest market for German products  
in Asia.

 The mutual trading volume is growing continuously and  
increased by over EUR 3 billion in 2016 alone.

 Germany is Japan‘s most important European trading partner.

Japan has been an important and 
reliable economic partner to Germa-
ny for decades. In the last few years, 
the trading volume between the two 
countries has grown continuously, 
exceeding EUR 40 billion in 2016. 
This corresponds to an increase of 8% 
over the previous year.

Japan enjoys a balance surplus with-
in German-Japanese economic rela-
tions: In 2016, Japan exported goods 
and services with a total value of 
around EUR 22 billion to Germany. 
In the same time period, Germany 
exported just over EUR 18 billion to 
Japan. This makes Japan Germany‘s 
second most important trading part-
ner in Asia. Conversely, Germany is 
Japan‘s largest market in Europe. The 
most important goods traded between 
the two countries are motor vehicles 
and motor vehicle parts, chemical and 
pharmaceutical products, machines, 
and electronic and optical equipment.

Investments doubled in ten years

Similarly to exports, Japan also en-
joys a leading position in terms of 
foreign direct investment. The coun-
try is increasingly establishing itself 
as a global player and expanding the 
scope of its overseas investments at 

great speed. Germany is benefiting 
from this: At almost USD 2.5 billion, 
Japan invested almost twice as much 
in 2016 as in 2006. Germany, on the 
other hand, has invested an average 
of around USD 280 million per year in 
Japan over the last nine years.

The majority of German companies 
in Japan are based in the Tokyo me-
tropolitan region. According to esti-
mates from AHK Japan, some 90% of 
approximately 450 companies have 
established their branch offices in 
the Japanese capital. All of the other 
companies can primarily be found in 
the Osaka-Kobe metropolitan area in 
the south-west of the country. With 
approximately 100 companies, en-
gineering is the sector most strongly 
represented in Japan. This is followed 
by the electronics, automotive and 
chemicals sectors.

German business is increasingly re-
cognising Japan as an important stra-
tegic partner, whose role in Asia and 
the world should not be underestima-
ted. With its strong capacity for inno-
vation and high quality standards, the 
island nation is also seen as a bench-
mark by many German companies. 
For example, Japan plays a pionee-
ring role in the fields of robotics, life 

Trading partners

2016 trading volume 

Direct investment
(Average 2008-2016)  

Japan shows a slight trade 
surplus. In terms of foreign 
direct investment, however, 
this surplus is significantly 
greater.

Source: JETRO, FDI flow (based on balance of payments, 
net), 2017

Source: German Federal Statistical Office (Destatis), 
2017

€18.34
 billion

€21.95  billion
$282.95  million

$2.44  billion
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sciences and IT.

The governments of the two countries 
have repeatedly stressed that they are 
keen to increase their collaboration 
on strategic future issues, such as re-
newable energies or the digitalisati-
on of industry and economy. Various 
agreements which have been reached 
in the last few months serve to un-
derline this commitment. Alongside 
cooperation at government and re-
search level, particular focus is also 
being placed on promoting collabora-
tion between small and medium-sized 
enterprises.

German exports to Japan displayed extremely posi-
tive development in 2016. In particular, machines, 
electrical engineering and electronics enjoyed consi-
derable increases. The demand for aircraft also pro-
ved to be very high, with deliveries quadrupling in 
the past year.

German deliveries of selected products to Japan in 2016
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Japan‘s strong capacity for  
innovation and high quality standards 
are seen as a benchmark by many German 
companies.

German Business in Japan 2017

Source: Destatis; Calculations from Germany Trade & Invest (as per 2016)

Exports  
(in EUR billions)

Change compared 
to the previous 

year in %

Motor vehicles and parts 5.3 6.5

Chemicals  4.4 6.6

Machines 2.6 10.8

Medicines 2.2 7.2

Electrical engineering/
electronics

1.8 11.3

Measuring and control 
technology

0.8 5.5

Medical engineering 0.7 6.8

Aircraft 0.3 409.3

Exports to Japan
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Outlook: 
German companies optimisticII

Japan‘s economy has recovered con-
siderably in the past year. For the first 
time in eleven years, the country‘s 
GDP grew for six quarters in succes-
sion. From October to December 2016, 
Japan recorded growth of 0.4%. This 
translates to a GDP increase of 1.7% 
over the same period in the previous 
year. While the first quarter of 2017 
was up by 0.4%, the second quarter 
was up by 1%. Growth recorded bet-
ween April and July corresponds to a 
projected annual rate of 4%. This can 
primarily be attributed to increased 
investments on the part of companies. 
The government sees this as an indi-
cator of long-term positivity and con-
fidence among Japanese companies.

Exports also enjoyed a significant 
increase. Indeed, in 2016 Japan ex-
ported more than it imported for the 
first time in six years. The trade sur-
plus recorded was JPY 4.1 trillion. In 
the previous year, the country had re-
corded a trade deficit of JPY 2.8 trilli-
on. Savings made possible by chea per 
oil imports were one key factor be-
hind this positive development.

German companies significantly 
more optimistic

These figures also seem to be having a 
positive impact on the German com-
panies surveyed. In 2017, some 37% 
were anticipating positive develop-
ment in the Japanese economy with-
in the next six months, and 2% were 
even expecting a significant improve-
ment. In the previous year, only 17% 
were anticipating positive economic 
growth for the following six months. 
With regard to the next 12 months 
as well, 41% of companies surveyed 
expect the economy to enjoy further 
growth. Only 11% are more pessi-
mistic about the future. The OECD is 
also continuing to forecast moderate 
economic growth of up to 1% for 
2017. The overall expectation is for 
the extremely relaxed monetary po-
licy to continue and be accompanied 
by increasing investments on the part 
of companies.

The optimism being displayed by 
companies is also reflected in their 
own business activities. In compari-
son with the previous year, the pro-
portion of companies looking to the 
next six months with confidence has 

 In the next twelve months, almost 70% of those surveyed 
expect to see improvements in their business.

 Over 40% are anticipating an improvement to Japan‘s  
macroeconomic situation in this time period.

 Overall, the stable economic growth that has been observed 
is making companies significantly more optimistic than 
they were one year previously. 

How is the Japanese 
economy likely to develop 
over the next six and twelve 
months?

How is your business likely 
to develop over the next 
six and twelve months?

1%

10%

30%

50%

8%

0%

11%

20%

58%

11%

Coming 6 months
Coming 12 months

Severe downturn

Downturn

No change

Improvement

Strong improvement

0%

9%

52%

37%

2%

0%

11%

48%

41%

0%

Coming 6 months
Coming 12 months

Severe downturn

Downturn

No change

Improvement

Strong improvement
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increased significantly. Indeed, 58% 
of companies surveyed are anticipa-
ting an improvement in their business, 
while 69% feel positive about the next 
twelve months. Only around 10% are 
expecting their profits to decline.

This optimism can also be attributed 
to the solid, positive operating results 
of German companies overall. Some 
86% of companies record profit be-
fore tax – a figure which rises even 
further to 90% within the engineering 
sector.

Shortly before the G20 Hamburg 
summit in July 2017 the Euro-
pean Union and Japan declared 
an “Agreement in Principle” – 
this sends out a clear message 
for free trade and against protec-
tionist tendencies.

The Bertelsmann Foundation de-
termined the potential economic 
benefits of the free trade agree-
ment based on the year 2014. 
In the most optimistic scenario, 
which includes a sustainable re-

duction in non-tariff trade barri-
ers, EU exports to Japan could in-
crease by 162%. Taking this into 
account, Japan‘s GDP growth 
would have been 1.6% higher in 
2014. Germany could achieve an 
increase of EUR 20 billion, which 
would correspond to a growth in 
GDP of 0.7%.

Overall, German companies in 
Japan are anticipating the agree-
ment to have positive effects for 
their business. Indeed, 54% of 
companies surveyed were opti-
mistic that the agreement would 
have a positive to very positive 
impact on their business – 5% 
more than in the previous year.  
The German companies are most-
ly anticipating cost savings due 
to a reduction in import duties, 
as well as lower unit and logistics 
costs due to higher trading vo-
lumes and the harmonisation of 
quality standards.

Prospects: 
EU-Japan free trade agreement

What impact will the EU-Japan 
free trade agreement have on 
your business?

Why is your company  
present in Japan?

Great sales potential in the 
local market 

Great potential for business 
with Japanese customers 
throughout the world

Observing Japanese 
competitors 

Japan as a benchmark,  
for example for quality and 
service 

Innovation, research & 
development

87%

52%

42%

35%

24%

Very positive

Positive

No impact

Negative 

Very negative 0%

12%

42%

44%

2%
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With around 127 million inhabitants, 
Japan remains one of the world‘s most 
lucrative markets, despite the demo-
graphic shift currently taking place. 
This is also underlined by the results 
of the survey. German companies still 
consider Japan to be a sales market 
with great potential. Indeed, 87% of 
companies surveyed appreciate the 
size and purchasing power of the 
Japanese market. However, business 
with Japanese companies located out-
side Japan is also becoming increa-
singly important.

Stable economy and 
hampered recruiting

As was also the case in the previous 
year, the stability and reliability of 
business relations with Japanese part-
ners tops the list of benefits. Some 
82% of companies surveyed appre-
ciate this quality as a benefit to their 
business and also as a USP of the Ja-
panese market. Experience has shown 
that establishing the contacts and 
networks required to enter this market 
takes a lot of time and a high level of 
commitment. However, once you have 
your foot in the door and have esta-
blished connections, these are gene-
rally seen as long-term and profitable.
75% of those surveyed consider the 

stability of the Japanese economy as 
the second key benefit of Japan as a 
location. Although economic growth 
is naturally quite low when compared 
with emerging economies in the re-
gion, the lack of volatility and above 
all the continuous economic develop-
ment displayed in the last few years 
are very much appreciated. The highly 
qualified workforce is also seen as 
positive. Just under three quarters of 
those surveyed consider this a key 
location factor.

However, recruiting these qualified 
employees presents many companies 
with significant challenges. This is 
because there is great demand, and 
therefore also fierce competition, for 
personnel, particularly those with 
special knowledge in areas of tech-
nology and good English language 
skills. Indeed, 80% of companies sur-
veyed believe that recruiting the right 
talent represents the greatest difficul-
ty in the Japanese market.

Insight:
Opportunities and challengesIII

 87% of those surveyed appreciate Japan‘s high sales potential.

 For 52%, Japan‘s strategic importance for lucrative third market business is an important 
location factor.

 Above all, however, it is the stability and reliability of business relations in Japan that 
German companies truly appreciate.

In your opinion, what is having the greatest impact on  
development of the Japanese economy?

1 75%

72%2

Globalisation

Digitalisation

66%3 Integration of Asia

64%4 Demographic shift

54%5 Sustainability

49%6 Lack of resources

42%

42%

7

8

Urbanisation

Government reforms
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Those surveyed consider exchange 
rate risks to be the second greatest 
challenge – although their severity 
is lower than in the previous year. 
In comparison with 56% in 2016, the 
number of those worried about this 
problem has declined by 12 percen-
tage points to 44%. If we consider 
that unexpected events such as Bre-
xit or the change of government in 
the US affected the exchange rates in 
2016, in some cases quite significant-
ly, this is an interesting assessment of 
the German business community.

The labour costs, which are high when 
compared regionally, are seen as an 
obstacle by 38%, while the relatively 
high corporate taxes are a hurdle for 
less than a third of companies surve-
yed. Factors such as high employee 
turnover rates, intellectual property 
protection or corruption, which often 
cause concerns elsewhere in Asia, are 
basically non-issues in Japan.

The increasing significance 
of digitalization

Japan and Germany are already wor-
king together on many hot topics and 

future technologies. The advancing 
digitalization of the economy, indus-
try and society at large is clearly the 
primary focus of attention here. In-
deed, this topic has quickly become 
more important in comparison with 
the previous year. Some 72% of com-
panies surveyed consider this deve-
lopment to be the key factor behind 
the further development of the Japa-
nese economy – compared with just 
57% one year ago.

Domestically, Japan is keen to drive 
forward smart networking not only 
within industry, but also in other 
areas of society. To achieve this, the 
Keidanren Business Federation re-
commended to break through five 
identified obstacles: Administrati-
on, the legal system, the diminishing 
workforce, social acceptance and ul-
timately the technology required for 
this. The intention here is to create a 
so-called „Society 5.0“, a new „smart 
society“. Japan presented this concept 
at CeBIT 2017 as the host country. 
With 118 participating companies, 
this was the strongest country parti-
cipation recorded since the trade fair 
was first launched – a clear indication 

of Japan‘s motivation to position its-
elf as the forerunner and co-designer 
of the digital future in this field.

To also be able to assume a leading 
role on the international stage, Japan 
is increasingly looking for strong co-
operation partners in the field of the 
Internet of Things (IoT) and also In-
dustry 4.0, both at government and 
company level. Germany is a welcome 
partner here. In April 2016, the Ger-
man Department of Trade and Indus-
try and its Japanese counterpart METI 
signed up to the Hanover Declarati-
on. Efforts here are primarily focused 
on standardisation, cybersecurity and 
promoting cooperation between small 
and medium-sized companies. Manu-
facturers in particular have been keen 
to implement international standardi-
sations for years as a way of paving 
the way for advancing digitalization 
beyond national borders. To date, the 
countries have always set their own 
standards. The aim of harmonisation 
is not only to facilitate communica-
tion between various products and 
systems within a company, but also 
internationally.

What are the greatest challenges for your business in Japan? 
What are the greatest advantages?

Top 7 advantages Top 7 challenges

1 182% 80%Stability and reliability of 
business relations

Recruiting a qualified  
workforce 

75%2 Stability of the economy 44%2 Exchange rate risk

74%3 Highly qualified employees 38%3 Wage and non-wage labour costs

69%4 Highly developed infrastructure 30%4 High corporate taxes

67%5 Openness to high-tech & innovation 29%5 Dismissing employees

65%6 Security & social stability 22%6 Regulatory hurdles

64%7 Stable political environment 19%7 Keeping employees loyal
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Third market business: 
Working together for a strong basis 

in international markets

Japan is increasingly investing overseas and esta-
blishing itself as a global player. In the last ten years, 
the foreign investments of Japanese companies have 
more than tripled – a trend which also benefits local 
German companies as it offers up new opportunities 
for lucrative third market business. Some 54% of those 
surveyed already have or are planning projects with 
Japanese partners outside Japan. The largest target 
area is the ASEAN region. Indeed, 78% of companies 
with third market business are engaged in projects 
here, followed by China (54%) and Europe (44%).

The German companies based in Japan often also have 
global distribution structures outside Japan, which 
they can then use with their Japanese partners. Some 
74% of those surveyed stated that utilisation of the-
se synergies is a key factor for taking up business in  
third markets. In second place, around 37% of those 
surveyed expressed a desire to increase the impor tance 
of their Japanese subsidiary relative to the parent com-
pany. A further 33% believe that gaining easier access 
to foreign markets due to advancing globalisation is 
an important influential factor.

Office in Japan as a door opener

Having a dedicated office in Japan is also extremely 
important for business with Japanese companies  

throughout the world. Indeed, 79% of those surveyed 
stated that this had an important or very important 
influence on setting up business. Even Japanese com-
panies with global operations often still reach key de-
cisions at their HQ in Japan. Maintaining a presence 
in the country can therefore also be a key factor when 
seeking to collaborate with Japanese companies outsi-
de Japan. This is particularly true of the consulting-in-
tensive project business.

For Germany, the third market business helps clarify 
the strategic importance of the Japanese subsidiary for 
the headquarters. When asked about the contribution 
of local Japanese business to global group sales re-
venues, 30% of those surveyed stated a level of over 
5%. Taking into account the business with Japanese 
partners worldwide, 35% of German businesses estima-
te a contribution of more than 5% to their group sales 
revenues. Germany‘s machine and plant engineering 
firms, as well as its industry and automotive suppliers 
benefit greatly from the third market business. Four 
out of every ten companies surveyed in these sectors 
generate 5% or more of their global sales revenues 
with Japanese customers throughout the world.
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Source: ADB, own presentation

Regional breakdown of infrastructure 
requirements in Asia up to 2030
(in USD billion)

East Asia
13,781

South Asia
5,477

ASEAN
2,759

Central Asia
492

61%24%

12%
2%
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Engineering/
industrial equipment

Consumer products
ElectronicsConstruction

Automotive
suppliers

Plastic/
metal products

Logistics

Automotive (OEM)  

Finance/insurance

Environment/sustainability

Medical/health

IT/telecommunications

Chemicals/pharma

Consulting/
legal services

Miscellaneous

28%

10%

9%
6%5%

5%
4%

4%

4%

4%
3%

2%

2%
2%

13%

€ 1 million to € 5 million 

€ 6 million to € 10 million 

€ 11 million to € 25 million 

€ 26 million to € 50 million

€ 51 million to € 100 million 

€ 251 million to € 500 million 
€ 501 million to € 1,000 million More than € 1,000 million

€ 101 million to € 250 million 

42%

17%

13%

8%

9%

3%

2%
3%

4%

For its second Annual Business Clima-
te Survey, AHK Japan contacted 397 
German companies in Japan in Fe-
bruary 2017. Responses were received 
from 106 companies, representing a 
response rate of 27%.

Small and medium-sized enterprises 
dominate the German company land-
scape in Japan. Some 37% of compa-
nies are represented by fewer than 10 
employees, while 34% of those surve-
yed have up to 50 employees. Just un-
der 3% have more than 500 employ-
ees.

The average sales revenue of the com-
panies is comparatively high. In the 
financial year 2016, 59% of compa-

nies surveyed recorded sales revenues 
of up to EUR 10 million. Some 21% 
exceed the threshold for medium-si-
zed companies with sales revenues in 
excess of EUR 50 million. The sector 
breakdown has barely changed since 
the previous year. Over one quarter 
of companies surveyed operate in the 
engineering sector, while a further 
10% are automotive suppliers and 
consumer goods companies.

The majority of companies surveyed 
have longstanding operations in Ja-
pan, with almost half having been in 
the country for more than twenty ye-
ars. The proportion of companies that 
have opened an office in Japan in the 
last five years is just under 10%.

How many people 
do you employ in Japan?

How long has your company 
been established in Japan?

More than
500

Up to 500

Up to 50

Up to 10 37%

34%

26%

3%

Over
20 years

16 to
20 years

11 to
15 years

5 to
10 years

Less than
5 years

49%

16%

9%

16%

9%

Sector  
distribution of 
the companies 
surveyed

Perspective:
Profile of the companies surveyedIV

Anticipated 
sales revenues 
2016/2017
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Japan is …

For lots more exciting and interesting information in and around the Japanese market 

and your business in Japan, please visit our website at

www.japan.ahk.de/en

The World Economic Forum named Japan the patent world champion. With 335 
patents per million inhabitants, it is the most inventive country in the world.  

In addition to this, Japan is only one place behind Singapore as the most innovative country 

in Asia.

innovative

With USD 829 billion, Tokyo‘s economic output is greater than the entire country of Turkey. 

Japan‘s households are the third richest in the world with average wealth of USD 
92,818 – ranking ahead of both Germany (USD 49,822) and Great Britain (USD 69,927).

wealthy

Based on information provided by the Economist Intelligence Unit, Tokyo is nowhere near 
the most expensive city in the world – as it only comes in eleventh place. First 

place in this ranking goes to Singapore, followed by Zurich and then Hong Kong. According to 

the OECD, Japan is also the G20 country with the lowest unit labour costs.

not as expensive as you might think

In 2016, Japan took second place in the Global Competitiveness Index of the most 
competitive countries in Asia behind Singapore.

competitive

According to the OECD, Japan is the safest country in Asia.

safe
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